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ABSTRACT 

This thesis sets out to examine the viewing behaviour of television audiences 

during advertising breaks. The resu lts reported are based on the analysis of in

home v ideo recordings of 14 famil ies watching television i n  their own homes 

over an 8-day period. 

[n total, the viewing of 60 1 7  advertisements was examined, and the status of the 

viewer was recorded at 3-second intervals .  Each 3-second observation was 

accorded one of four possible states: the viewers were directing their attention 

to the screen (£05 only);  they were directing their attention to the screen but  

engaging in  addi tional behaviours (£05 + behaviour); they were not  d irect ing 

their attention to the screen (No £05); or they were not present. 

Across al l  advertisements, v isual attention to the screen was general ly low, 

despite viewers being present for a high proport ion of the t ime during the ad 

breaks. Viewers were present during the ad breaks for 78% of the t ime,  but  

were only paying attention to the screen ful ly 14% (£05 only), and looking as 

wel l as doing something e lse s imultaneous ly  11 % of the t i me ( £05 + 

behaviour). About half the t ime during the ad break (52%), no one was looking 

at the screen. 

However, more significantly for advertisers, ad-viewing behaviour d iffered by 

programme type. For example, some programmes could command as much as 

eight t imes the proportion of eyes-on-screen t ime than other programmes. 

Moreover, the proportions of part icular ad-viewing behaviour differ in an 

unpredictable way for different programmes. Thus different conclusions might 

be reached when for an example, an advertiser sought to optimise a media  plan 

in  terms of £05 only than when the choice was made to optimise another 

characteristic of ad v iewing,  say eye-on-screen and doing something e l se 

s imultaneously (E05 + behavior). 
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I n  examining three specific methods of classify ing programmes, none of them 

prov ided workable descript ions of ad-viewing behaviour.  This  problem 

man i fests i tse l f  i n  a number of ways, but  primari l y ,  the  aggregation of  

programmes in to  categories masks considerable w ith in-group variation , 

pointing to the need to consider the effect of programmes at a much more 

disaggregate leve l ,  perhaps even to the extent of considering each episode or 

segment of the programme before the ad break separately.  

Thus, th is  research has raised quest ions about programme rat ings and 

demonstrated that the size of an audience may not reflect how attentive that 

audience is .  Even programmes of small  audience sizes may have a h igh 

proportion of attentive ad viewers and may thus be of interest to advertisers 

s ince advert isements placed within such programmes may be equal ly  ( i f  not 

more) effective than programmes with a larger audience size. 
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